WHAT IS CYBERSECURITY?

Cybersecurity involves the protection of a company’s IP information, data, documents, and information systems hardware, software from theft or damage. What most businesses overlook is that cybersecurity includes "human behavior", IT security, network protection, policies and best practices.

WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT TO ME?

- Manufacturing was the 2nd most targeted industry for cyber-attacks in 2015
- More than 9 in 10 manufacturers cite cybersecurity concerns - up 44% from 2013

Source: IBM - The 2016 BDO Manufacturing RiskFactor Report

Don't end up as a statistic - Let CAMA Help you take action and prevent cyber-attacks against your company, your networks, and most importantly, your employees.

BENEFITS OF CAMA CYBERSECURITY SHIELD:

- A Free cloud-based cyber assessment to identify vulnerabilities within your company and your supply chain
- DoD contract compliance, (800-171) at reduced costs, depending on company size and scope requirements.
- Low-cost monitoring and vulnerability scanning for long term cybersecurity sustainment needs.
- Most favorable Cyber Insurance Rates based on your improved cybersecurity profile
- Discounted personal ID Protection for each of your employees through NCX and IDShield

To Get Started Contact: CAMA/NCX Specialist via Email at: CAMA@imprimis-inc.com Or (719) 785-0320 ext: 708

About The NCX:
The National Cyber Exchange (NCX) is Your Trusted Source for Cybersecurity Information.
As a nonprofit member organization, we are dedicated to improving cybersecurity by sharing cyber threat information, providing cyber education to citizens, engaging in secure network and cyber best practices for businesses and executives, supporting member training, protecting critical infrastructure and IT operational needs through advanced technology development. For More Information see our CAMA/NCX Information Page at this URL: https://nationalcyber.org/cama